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Inheritance
Let me ask you a question: how do you think your experience
of life might change if you knew without a shadow of doubt that
you were going to imminently inherit great riches? In your
mind’s eye, picture how that would look and, more importantly,
how it would feel. If you spent just 5 minutes a day with that
feeling you’d discover that you already possess great riches.
Peace of mind, the ability to relax, and put our faith into action
begins in our own consciousness.
To harness and direct the power of Imagination toward our
greatest good is one example of the awesome riches available
to us in this very moment. Because we have free will, we get to
choose how we will apply this faculty of mind. As Jesus instructed, we can use it to see beyond appearances. Alternatively, we can choose to stay stuck in the appearance of lack
and limitation that we call “our story.” We determine whether to
be caught in that story or to move on and experience liberation!
Let’s go deeper; look closely at your ideas and behaviors. Are
they in alignment with greatest good? Are we using our imagination generatively by looking for the good in any circumstance? We can only make forward progress if we are moving
away from the old story and creating a new one that draws us
toward wholeness.

At some point in time, we all have been stuck in an old story.
We could continue to hold a victim consciousness and remain
a victim or we can step ahead boldly and claim our divine inheritance. If we live in lack and limitation consciousness we are
unable to receive what is rightfully ours. Unity teaches us to
look beyond the appearance of lack and limitation and to claim
our good in any moment!
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At some point in time, we all have been stuck in an old story. We could continue to hold a victim
consciousness and remain a victim or we can step ahead boldly and claim our divine inheritance. If we live in lack and limitation consciousness we are unable to receive what is rightfully
ours. Unity teaches us to look beyond the appearance of lack and limitation and to claim our
good in any moment!
One of the ways we can all share our love of Unity and Truth principles is to share these wonderful teachings with friends, family, co-workers, neighbors, and others. Often a first time guest
will come to me saying how moved they were by the Unity teachings and Sunday experience.
Many tell me they never thought they would ever step foot in a church again, but upon prompting by friends, reluctantly they came. Those same people share they feel they have finally found
“their tribe” and a place to call their spiritual home.
We have several great talk series planned for the coming months to which we can invite friends
such as, Metaphysical Movie Month or Reclaiming Jesus. Unity is a gift we give ourselves and
can share with others. Let us claim the good and see it expanding right now.
Love & Blessings,

Rev. Karen
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A WORD FROM THE BOARD Gary Clason
Hello to all of our family members, congregants and friends:
I hope this new month is finding everyone healthy and happy. July
is our first full month of summer and time for travel, vacations, picnics,
family get-togethers and celebrating our nation’s birthday. We are so
incredibly blessed to live in this country and have the freedoms that we
enjoy.
Take a moment to reflect on the fact that these freedoms did not come
easily or without major sacrifice. We all have family members who served
in our armed forces that in some way sacrificed for what we have today.
Some gave the ultimate sacrifice of life. To all of these selfless individuals and their families I am
truly grateful.
Based on first-hand experience of my travels throughout our world, I know that there are
many wonderful countries, wonderful people, with wonderful customs. I believe we live in the best
country in the world and here at Unity of Pasadena we have the best group of people who call this
spiritual center their home.
No matter what you do to celebrate now and in the months to come, please take a moment to
reflect and be grateful for every blessing that we enjoy here in our United States of America.
Be safe and blessings to you all.
Gary Clason

Board Chairman
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CHAPLAIN’S CORNER
Helen Dersjant
UNDERSTANDING
“Man receives first an intellectual understanding of Truth which he
transmits to his heart, where love is awakened. The Lord reveals to
him that the faculty of love is the greatest of all the powers of man
and that head knowledge must decrease as heart understanding
increases.” Charles Fillmore The Twelve Powers
I take my 18” journey from my head to my heart. I now deepen and
increase my understanding, my compassion, my wisdom and my
love in all areas of my life.
I am grateful! I am blessed!
And so it is. Amen

UNDERSTANDING
“Release and detach from every person, every circumstance, every condition, and every situation that no longer
serves a divine purpose in your life. All things have a
season, and all seasons must come to an end. Choose a
new season, filled with purposeful thoughts and
activities.”
― Iyanla Vanzant
Please join us for Tea Time With Your Prayer Chaplains
as we cover this quarter’s 12 Powers: Understanding
(July), Will (August), & Order (September) during our time
together.
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Workshops & Events
Sunday July 14, August 11, September 8
Living Room Conversations: Bolder
Together 12:15-1:45
Summer Topics

July: The Opportunity Gap
August: United or Divided
September: Free speech, Hate Speech and
Campus Life
Living Room Conversations are a conversational bridge that provide an easy structure for
engaging in friendly yet meaningful conversation with those with whom we may not agree. These
conversations increase understanding, reveal common ground, and sometimes even allow us to
discuss possible solutions.

Saturday July 27
Kirtan 4pm 5:30 Indian Food
Buffet $40
With Angela Carole Brown
Join us for this wonderful two part
afternoon. A Kirtan is sacred
call-&- response chanting originally
performed in India’s Bhakti community. It began centuries ago as a devotional worship, and was

known as the layman’s way to connect with the Divine. The Sanskrit chants are ancient traditionals
considered to contain transformative power and healing energy. The power in mantras and chants is
in their ability to attune consciousness and the magic of the chants is their ability to carry you to the
sacred space within.
After the Kirtan, extend your experience of India with the delicious buffet that follows.
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Workshops & Events
Sunday August 4 12:30-2 The 7 Shifts
Workshop with Sammi Tucker $20
Sammi Tucker is a Paralympic archer, founder of The 7 Shifts,
personal empowerment coach, and a keynote speaker.

In 2010, just months before Sammi was scheduled to deploy to
Afghanistan with an army unit, she lost her arm in a motorcycle
accident. This near death experience shifted her so profoundly that
as she says, “The woman that was drug into the ditch is not the
woman that was carried out. I went in suicidal and came out
excited about life. It’s my mission to share the power of
transformation with the world.“ The 7 Shifts she experienced in that ditch, empowered her to become
a history making Paralympic archer in the 2016 games in Rio de Janeiro.
Sammi values personal empowerment. As a speaker and coach, she teaches people how to
experience their own transformation through her proven approach called The 7 Shifts.
As an outdoor enthusiast she recently took on the challenge of training for her first duathalon. As
Sammi says “You didn’t come into this life to live small”.

Thursday August 8 – September 12
Compassion in Practice: The Way of Jesus
Book Study Group
6:45 – 7:45 Love Offering
Every day our communities strain under the weight of our individual and
collective angst. We see people (including ourselves) who resent, blame
and dismiss others. Yet Jesus’ call to compassion remains and we may
wonder how we can fulfill it. How can we presume to live compassionately
when surrounded by a world that includes discrimination, violence and
greed?
Together we will read and discuss this book as we learn to follow the path
of radical compassion demonstrated by our way-shower, Jesus the Christ.
We will lean into practices that will help focus our heart, cultivate compassion
and transform the world.
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Workshops & Events
Unity World Day of Prayer Opening Ceremony
Wednesday September 11 4:45 Labyrinth Walk Following
You’re invited to join us for the opening ofUnity World Day of Prayer on September 11, 2019. Prayer
connects us with the limitless potential—the infinite presence—within. Together we will focus on this

truth throughout the 24 hours of World Day of Prayer activities.
“Infinite Presence, Unlimited Potential”
Is the theme centering our World Day of Prayer 2019 events.
The 2019 World Day of Prayer affirmation is:
I celebrate the vast possibilities for my life.

Autumn Equinox Sound Bath
Monday September 23
7-8 with Karen Apostolina and Rev Karen Epps $25
Spiritually speaking, fall represents the harvest time of year, a
time to acknowledge abundance as our natural state of being.
Our lives go through cycles of growth, harvest, death, and rebirth just as we see in nature.
Sound Healing is so effective because it influences our
emotional bodies as well as our physical bodies. Let the cosmic
vibrations wash away stress and all that no longer serves you.
We will use a wide variety of ancient sound healing instruments, including planetary gongs, and
crystal quartz singing bowls to create a sound healing experience that will vibrate and activate every
cell in your body, leaving you feeling refreshed and rejuvenated.
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Worship, Devotion & Celebration
July Sunday Talk Titles
Series: Metaphysical Movie Month
July
July
July
July

7
14
21
28

Toy Story
Groundhog Day
Under The Tuscan Sun
UP! Rev Bill Englehart

August Sunday Talk Titles
August
August
August
August

4
11
18
25

Series (begins August 11): Reclaiming Jesus
Sammi Tucker - The 7 Shifts
Jesus: SOS
Jesus Is The Assignment
WTF..aith Rev Bill Englehart

September Sunday Talk Titles
Series: Unity-A Divine Idea
September
September
September
September
September

1 The Story of Us
8
Spiritually Progressive
15 What Is and What Is Not
22 Intuition On the Path
29 Service On The Path

Wednesday August 7 7-8 Taize’ Service &
Labyrinth Walk
Prayer in the Taizé style of worship is reflective, peaceful and
joyful, including simple chants, readings, silence and prayer.
Our sacred gathering is spiritual and inclusive. The chants for
this service have been composed by New Thought
songwriters and are trans-denominational. We will conclude
with a labyrinth walk. Love Offering

Sunday September 22 12-1:30 Heartbeat of Our
Community
Find out what is happening at Unity of Pasadena, help plan for
the future, ask questions. All are welcome!
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Ongoing Groups & Services
Choir Practice
Choir practice is at Church on Wednesdays at 7. Please see calendar for dates.
Tea Time with your Prayer Chaplains
Last Sunday of the month 12:15-12:45
A monthly interactive gathering with your Unity of Pasadena Prayer Chaplains.

12-Step Meetings at Unity of Pasadena
AA Big Book Neat
Narcotics Anonymous Meeting
Narcotics Anonymous Meeting
Cocaine Anonymous Meeting
Al Anon for youth and young adults

Meditation Service
Noon every Thursday
Join us for a guided meditation with Suzanne
Peters, including long periods of silence for
contemplation. This 30 minute meditation is
sure to rejuvenate and renew your mind,
body, and soul.

$10 Reiki Sessions
Last Thursday of the Month
7-9
Come experience the relaxing,
energy-balancing, healing practice
of reiki with certified practitioners for a
price that can’t be beat!

Wednesday 3-4
Wednesday 5:30-6:30
Thursday 5:30-6:30
Saturday 7:30-9
Sunday 7:45-9

